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Click on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep
deals, jeep history, interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick
searches can help you find things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all the time, so
don't be surprised to see brochures in the parts area for example. The links to posts below
show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and
others have been sold. If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d
[at] ewillys. There are plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to
Jeeps and their owners. In addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This
link will display all featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure
where to go? There are a variety of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and
offline. Importantly, the allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a
jeep can be quite different, expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources.
So, tread carefully when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a
vintage jeep, or run across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. This
first image shows the front of the brochure:. Unfolded one more time, and this page showing off
the Hurricane engine appears:. This is how the back looks when completely unfolded:. The man
who launched the dune buggy industry passed away at age He sounds like he was an
interesting guy. In honor of Bruce Meyers. Runs excellent. Comes with tow bar and
miscellaneous parts, extra paint, etc. Purchased with plans to drive as a summer toy, plans
have changed and need to find this beauty a great home. Vehicle displays 66, miles. Vehicle has
been restored and includes many original components, including the engine, transmission,
bridge frame, gauges, etc. Was repainted in a satin fire red color and is a real head turner both
on and off the road. As you can see from the pictures, all restoration components were carefully
selected to be vintage OEM pieces and the work was done to keep the vintage feel of the era.
Has some mods. I think if there was care taken, with more material left on the front side of the
cuts this might make an interesting look. I have a nice set of original seat frames. Convertible
top frame and side curtain frames in good shape. VERY low production year 2, built. F engine.
Starts right up. Run, drives stops. New tires. Kelly hard top. Clean title. As far as I know all
original. Message with any questions. Rebuilt motor and Transfer Case. Completely rewired. No
time to finish it to many other projects. As far as I know I have everything to finish the build. I
have never heard them runâ€¦and have never tried to start themâ€¦they do have rustâ€¦holesâ€¦.
I will not sell parts off these jeepsâ€¦unless u want to,pay asking price of jeep for the parts..
Built in it served in an ordinance regiment up until when it was sold off by the queens royal
army. Its fairly complete. It is fitted with a Rolls Royce B40 engine that has a full water proofing
kit fitted. Its a 5 speed transmission with a selectable high low and reverse tranfercase. Great
patina. Matching title in my name. Title number is taken from the engine. It starts and runs well.
It has the original parts on it like: Engine, Transmission, Transfer case, Axles, Springs, Fenders,
Hood, Grill, radiator, under hood battery box, Original m38 hard top, Spare tire carrier, Jerry can
and holder, All three seats with new covers, Gas tank, original rims, bumperettes, pintle hitch,
rebuilt Carb, rebuilt fuel pump, fuel tank and etc. It is still 24 volts electric. It does not stop. It
does have some rust. It will need wiring harness, tires, fuel tank cleaned, radiator repaired,
seals and lubricants. It even has a mural on the back. A unique vehicle for the right individual.
Email me for videos showing the set ups. A WWII surplus jeep purchased in I think it might be a
CJ 6. Needs new gas tank has 2 tanks, if you want to replace both Seals and belts are dry, but
should absorb fluids back when added. It was started, but turned off to avoid running bad gas
through the carburetor. All the mini-van modifications can be removed to restore to original jeep
without too much conversion. If interested E-mail phone number to pungoriver live. If you like
make a bid. It has been garaged. It has the aluminum Buick v6 in it. Frame is boxed. Three
speed split case with reverse. New battery, new clutch. Manual brakes manual steering. New
seats and floor was bedlined. Tub needs work but is salvageable. Chuck must have been a
curious kind of guy, because when he was an employee at the circulation department of the
Palm Beach Post in Florida he invented an automatic paper bagging machine. He showed off his
prototype to the Palm Beach Post in July of From the CJ5camper. For reasons unknown at this
point, Chuck waited almost two years later August 24, to file his patent approved August 15, The
patent included several illustrations. Below is one of them. At some point after he filed his
patent, Waldron Motors presented Chuck with camper 1. Curiously, the caption indicates he
patented the idea, then sold it. However, the information above suggests he sold the idea, then
patented it? This newspaper clipping was posted to thegentlemanracer. This article comes from
the cj5camper. According to his brother-in-law Sam Williams see his comment in this post ,
Chuck built another camper that fit the CJ-7, one which Sam owns. The four-page brochure
opens horizontally. I believe Joseph Vober would go on to marry Evelyn Lau. Can anyone
confirm this model? Maybe the signs provide more information. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered

by Wordpress , theme based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc.
Home About email Need to contact me and don't have my email? This March ad in an unknown
magazine highlighted the FC distributers. Was listed in Morgantown. Has the wrong grille for a
Not sure how much value is here, but it runs. Has a cobra v8. Looks like a pretty good project. It
will take plenty of work and money to get this going again. It includes a Western Snowplow.
Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved. Click on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I
update this website nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep history, interesting reader projects,
jeep related info, and more. These quick searches can help you find things on eBay. People list
in the wrong categories all the time, so don't be surprised to see brochures in the parts area for
example. The links to posts below show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and other ways.
Some of these jeeps are for sale and others have been sold. If you are unsure whether a vehicle
is still for sale or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are plenty of interesting, unusual, historic
and surprising stories related to Jeeps and their owners. In addition, some of these features
have nothing to do with jeeps. This link will display all featured stories starting from the latest.
Looking for parts and not sure where to go? There are a variety of large and small new and used
parts sellers both online and offline. Importantly, the allure of buying a project jeep can be
romantic. The reality of restoring a jeep can be quite different, expensive and overwhelming
without the right tools and resources. So, tread carefully when purchasing a "project". If you
have any concerns about buying a vintage jeep, or run across a scam, feel free to contact me
for help, comments or concerns. View all the information on eBay. No rust New Paint in original
color scheme and new upholstery on interior. Truck looks Brand New! Runs and Drives
Beautifully!! One for sale One for sale Will not part out. One I have auction paperwork for, the
other may or may not have title. Corvette v8 ran when parked. Runs drives needs tlc Gauges
work but all read too high â€¦ needs one exhaust manifold gasket replaced. Some of the body
work needs redone, interior needs updating â€¦ sunroof is plexiglass etc Runs and drive
hobbyist build Dry no rotâ€¦could use repaint. You definitely will not see another FC like this. No
engine, transmission or transfer case. Axles will need to be gone through. Very good patina. Not
as rusty as you may think. I have 10 of them and this is one of my better ones. Very solid bones.
No motor or trans. I do have a OM turbo diesel I could throw in with the truck for the right price.
Or I could sell you the truck with motor installed and running for the right price as well. Can
deliver anywhere for fair price. It runs and drives. I am not selling the Jeep. If you have
questions feel free to ask. I believe it is a In fairly good shape. Still has counter weights. Has
complete engine i think. Year may not be right. Wood part of bed rotted away. All original
drivetrain. Missing the gas tank but runs very good off a boat tank and yard drives. No brakes.
FC Runs and drives, but needs work. All complete and not too rusty considering what most FCs
look like. Has a front bumper in the bed. Comes with a brand new windshield. Cab has a front
bracket installed to allow cab to tilt forward. I looked for years before I found this one and they
are getting harder to find. This is a good solid runner and is mostly complete, including the 9
foot bed. It came out of California when I bought it and was there most of its life.. Please text
with questions or to come take a look. Price is not firm, but please no low ball offers. Otherwise
very complete. Runs good Great restoration project! It has a dealer added power brake system.
The master cylinder has been rebuilt with a brass sleeve by White Post Restoration. It has not
run for 2 years. In the next few weeks I plan to get it running and install a new muffler weather
permitting. Some of these parts are not installed. The spare tire bracket has been bent since the
photo was taken. I have a title for this. This is a low mileage FC in need of an extensive
restoration or good for parts. The engine does run and the truck does move. However, the
throttle rod recently broke and the truck has no brakes. It has the original plow frame and PTO.
Truck has spent its life outdoors in New Jersey and was used to plow the owners driveway from
until around Truck is currently in my garage and whoever wants the truck will have to remove it.
It is currently on wheel dollies that will need to be removed. This has a dump bed. So bare with
me. Windshield and rear glass is not for sale. I have almost 2 full sets of door handles inside
and out. Runs and drives well 6 cylinder 3 speed trans. Each has a title. These are a rare find. I
am looking for the right buyer who can restore these gems and get them back on the road. They
have been stored outdoors in the hi desert since at least They do not run, and there are only 4
tires total for both cars. Please do not ask to buy only 1 Jeep. I am selling both together as a
package. Buyer responsible for pick up and tow away. Additional items included: 2 additional
seat frames, warn accessory winch. That project changed hands and directions several times,
and now I have an FC bed with no home for it. I paid several years ago, so I guess we can start
there. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress , theme based on the Simple Grid Theme.
Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email Need to contact me and don't have my
email? Has a Dually Dana 70 in the rear. Needs some work. Not sure how much value is here.
This does not include an engine or transmission. Maybe some can use this combo? Interesting

front bumper setup. This seller has six FCs. This is the last one available. Bill spotted this free
FC May be more parts than listed below. Looks in good shape. I do consider chopping it to
make it a different size for some other Jeep based pickup project. But if someone needs it for an
actual FC, that would be best. Both of these are projects. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights
reserved. Some members of our staff are also working from home in order to stay healthy. We
are doing our best to make sure your order gets delivered as quickly as possible. Delays in
shipping are currently not within our control. We appreciate your patience during this time. We
hope that we can resume normal shipping times soon. Please don't hesitate to contact us if you
have any questions, comments or if there is anything else we can assist you with. Please stay
safe and healthy. Be sure you call in advance to arrange an appointment and confirm the
availability of staff to accommodate your visit. Staff members periodically attend off-site
trainings, vintage car events or may be taking personal time, etc. It is best to call ahead with any
parts requests to confirm the availability of items in stock and minimize any potential delays in
your travel schedule. This will allow us to have your parts order ready for you the moment you
arrive. A link to driving directions can be found on our Contact Us Page. Find us on Facebook.
Willys America Open House Date to be determined! We'll post more information as it is
available. Come and Join the Fun! Floor Pans that fit! These are not generic panels, but
accurate reproductions in 18 gauge steel. Come see us at the Portland Swap Meet! We've been
around a while! On the World Wide Web Since All Rights Reserved. Make Jeep. Classic hard to
find Jeep Willys FC 4x4 up for auction. The truck has the Hurricane 4cyl engine that runs great
and still looks very original see pic. It has the 3spd transmission, good clutch and works as it
should. Brakes are the factory 4 wheel drum and work as you would expect for manual drum
brakes, definitely not the best if you're used to power disc brakes. Electrical system has been
upgraded to 12v with alternator makes it much nicer to start and run. The FC looks very, very
nice has a very solid frame but by no means is perfect. It's a very well kept driver quality
condition that has its share of nicks, dings and paint imperfections. All the glass is good with
no cracks and the front windshield like almost all FCs has the white cloudy look around the
outer edges. Overall from what I've seen in the past for sale I'd say it's well above most of them
for condition. The interior was just redone with new seat covers, carpet and door panels and
looks great. Now for the things that work and don't work: Headlights, taillights, parking lights,
heater, horn, aux fan and speedometer all work as they should. Wipers, gas and temp gauge not
working. Speedometer works so I just add gas every miles. The truck is being sold in as is
condition with no warranty of any kind so please ask all questions prior to bidding or for more
info you can reach my at Model FC New 12 volt battery, Electric fuel pump, Electronic
distributor. New steering wheels. Custom dash with new gauges. New heater core, much, much
more. This truck would make a great advertising vehicle for a company use you imagination.
Has maybe 40 miles on it since rebuilt. Has a clean title Drive it home today. You could spend 20
grand on buying a truck and doing what is already done to tis truck. Or you can buy this one
and start driving it today. No waiting 5 years. Dual rear wheels with new radials all around.
Handbuilt flatbed with nice wood floor. Bet you've never seen a truck like this before. You will
have the only one at any car show. Ad provided by ClassicCars. Cab Over Pickup with Stake
Bed! Recently Restored! Upgraded V6 Engine! Manual Transmission! Service Manual Included!
The body of this neat, little truck is in great shape while being very sound. The body is painted
with a bright red paint that looks awesome. The paint shows very well, showing only minor
imperfections. There is a little bit of chrome on the truck and it all shines brilliantly! Overall, this
is an awesome truck capable of driving on the streets or tearing up some logging trail or power
line backwoods! Inside, the interior is simple. The seats are wrapped in gray vinyl and are
comfortable. There are no major signs of wear or tear to be found on the seats. The doors and
headliner are in comparable condition to the seats and look awesome. The dashboard is in
excellent condition, with no signs of cracking of fading. The dash houses a set of new black
face VDO gauges that look great. Included with the purchase of this FC is the original
speedometer gauge with the last odometer reading before restoration which read 44, miles. The
engine has been upgraded with a more powerful Buick cubic inch V6 engine casting number B
mated to a manual transmission. Included with the purchase of this truck is the original Service
Manual for the Jeep Forward Control, as well as the original VIN plate that was removed during
the restoration. This is a neat, very small truck and is sure to attract a crowd wherever you may
drive it! The VIN is and the mileage currently shows , which is believed to be since the
restoration. It is being sold on a clean and clear title. Ad provided by OldCarOnline. Looks Good
See Pictures. Starts, Runs, Drives, Stops. Not a Daily Driver. Previous Owner displayed at car
Shows. A good candidate for Full Restoration. Wrecker Crane can be removed as one unit. Have
Tailgate. New Battery. Original 4 Cylinder gas engine. Not sure if mileage shown is actual
mileage I am the 4th Owner. Not intended as a Dailey Driver. Check Picture, ask questions.

Buyer should plan to transport on a trailer rather then drive any distance. Spare tire. Original
Owners Manual. Good Michigan Title. Sold As-Is. Buyer makes all arrangements for pickup and
shipping. PayPal only. This vehicle is also advertised locally. Seller retains the Right to
terminate this auction if sold locally before auction expires. Model Grand Cherokee. Navigation,
Panorama Roof! Brilliant build quality. Big grins! There aren't any used vehicles more reliable
than a Jeep, unless it's a Jeep with low mileage like this Grand Cherokee. It is nicely equipped
with features such as 3. Used Cars may have a Remaining-Factory Warranty, but please contact
us for the warranty details specific to this vehicle. We reserve the right to end an auction early.
All cars are immediately ready for delivery upon sale. Please call to make arrangements for
payment. Payment Types: Cash in person, Certified Funds, Institutional Financing All sales
transactions must be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. Please contact seller
first for vehicle availability. Although every effort is made to present accurate and reliable
information, use of this information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an
independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of
the customer to verify the existence of options, accessories and the vehicle condition before
time of sale. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or
implied warranties, including the availability or condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA
mileage estimates for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage may vary depending on
driving conditions, driving habits, and vehicle maintenance. The full payment for this sale must
take place within 5 calendar days of the auction close. Full payment can be made by certified
check, or bank wire-transfer. The deposit can be paid by certified check, bank wire-transfer or
PayPal. Texas residents must pay 6. Out of state buyers are responsible for all their local state
taxes and title transfer fees, which should be paid within. Unqualified Bidding, Auction
Interference, Shill Bidding, or any form of harassment can be subject to legal prosecution.
Please understand that we will arrange shipping for you as a value added service only. Classic
Kia Carrollton does not have affiliation with any shipper or transporter. All mileage stated is
actual and accurate unless otherwise noted in the listing. An Odometer Disclosure Statement
will be furnished to buyer and lender. Please understand that the mileage may be slightly higher
at time of delivery due to demos, test drives and transportation. In the state of Texas dealer title
work can take up to 20 business days. Titles will be sent via FedEx for proper tracking. We will
hold all titles 10 days after payment by cashiers checks. Classic Kia Carrollton will also arrange
transfer of title. VEHICLES At buyers own expense, we strongly encouraged and agree to permit
any pre-sale inspection within mile radius of seller to examine this vehicle for mechanical
defects or problems. Please understand, we do our very professional best to describe in detail
the condition of our vehicles as we see it, however, we are only human and these are used
vehicles, therefore, Classic Kia Carrollton, and their employees will not be held accountable for
errors or omissions in the description of the above vehicle or typographical errors in any of our
vehicles listings and descriptions. All vehicle options, specs, features, color descriptions,
history, paint history, maintenance records and manufacturers warranty information must be
researched and confirmed by buyer or a 3rd party inspection service before completing
purchase. Helpful research information can be found at Edmunds. Call or text "" to for more
information. View Large Images? Video Options and Standard Features Options? Air
Conditioning? Alloy Wheels? Automatic Headlights? Cargo Area Cover? Cargo Area Tiedowns?
Child Safety Door Locks? Cruise Control? Daytime Running Lights? Driver Airbag? Driver
Multi-Adjustable Power Seat? Electrochromic Exterior Rearview Mirror? Electrochromic Interior
Rearview Mirror? Electronic Brake Assistance? Electronic Parking Aid? Fog Lights? Front
Power Lumbar Support? Front Power Memory Seat? Front Side Airbag? Heated Steering
Wheel? High Intensity Discharge Headlights? Keyless Entry? Limited Slip Differential?
Passenger Airbag? Passenger Multi-Adjustable Power Seat? Power Windows? Rear Spoiler?
Rear Wiper? Remote Ignition? Run Flat Tires? Second Row Folding Seat? Side Head Curtain
Airbag? Steering Wheel Mounted Controls? Telematics System? Telescopic Steering Column?
Tire Pressure Monitor? Traction Control? Trip Computer? Length: Curb Weight: 5, Lbs. Thank
you for considering USA Cars for your next vehicle purchase! We look forward to working with
you. Please do not bid or send any offers if you're not seriously interested or financially able to
purchase this vehicle. We reserve the right to cancel all existing bids and end the auction early
should the item no longer be available for sale. The mileage on this vehicle can be slightly
higher due to test drives. USA Cars reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the registered
information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or
end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid.
Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid
before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last hour period
but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last

hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will
be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour
after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: USA Cars has done our best to disclose all information
known about this vehicle in " Warranty Information and Disclaimer" section of this listing. USA
Cars welcomes a buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure
you inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers
responsibility. Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as
is". Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. No representations or warranties are made by
seller, nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes
and Registration fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and
fees, as well as title service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and
fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information:
Vehicles titles may be held by banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a
delay in receiving the original instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off.
While we usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may
be waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all
titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. USA Cars will help with shipping arrangements but
will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no
responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping
arrangements are provided by USA Cars as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier.
Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the
shipper, not with USA Cars. The amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier,
but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered
to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing
your Purchase: Successful high bidder MUST communicate with at USA Cars by e-mail or
phone within 24 hours of the auction ending to make arrangements to complete their
transaction. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5
days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. The
remaining balance must be paid within 7 days. If the vehicle is not paid in 7 days the seller
reserves the right to cancel the transaction and to retain the buyer's deposit. Furthermore,
before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and title related
paperwork must be signed and returned complete to Seller. It is mandatory and non-negotiable.
Processing fee covers administrative expenses of the auction: company administrative fee, web
design and auction designing, auction fees, detailing and final tune-up. Processing fee is not a
part of final bid amount. We don't make exceptions for dealers. If you live in another state and
you want to pick up your truck and drive it home, you are more then welcome to do so. We can
arrange airport pickup. It's a courtesy and provided at no additional cost to you. Seller
expressly does not warrant the correctness of the odometer reading, year of manufacture,
make, model, class or style, prior use or condition of the Vehicle. By accepting delivery of the
Vehicle Buyer agrees that the condition of the Vehicle is satisfactory and acceptable. Buyer
agrees that any and all advertisements relating to the Vehicle are not warranties made by Seller
and that they should not be relied upon by Buyer in making this purchase. Vehicle history
reports provided by third parties, such as carfax. Buyer agrees that unless such promises or
representations have been reduced to writing as part of this Order, that Buyer is not relying on
such promises or representations in purchasing the Vehicle and Buyer waives the right to seek
to enforce such promises or representations. Even if not designated on this Order, Buyer
acknowledges that the Vehicle being purchased may have been titled, registered or used as a a
short term lease vehicle, b taxicab; or c police vehicle. Buyer expressly acknowledges that the
Vehicle being purchased under this Order has been involved in a prior accident and that it has
sustained damage as a result of such accident. The damage to the Vehicle may include damage
that resulted in the Vehicle being deemed a total loss by an insurance company. Buyer does not
rely on any statements from Seller relating to the severity of the accident or nature or quality of
the repairs. Blown airbags were replaced with used or new airbags. Seller makes no
representations or warranties relating in any way to the quality or nature of such repairs and
whether such repairs could affect the safety or reliability of the Vehicle. Buyer's opportunity to
inspect or to have the Vehicle inspected, as outlined above is specifically designed to allow
Buyer to fully and completely assess the Vehicle prior to purchase. The purchase price for the
Vehicle has been negotiated by the parties by taking into consideration the prior accident
damage and the current condition of the Vehicle Seller makes no warranties, representation or
assurances that the motor vehicle contains only original manufacturer installed or manufacturer
rebuilt components, parts or accessories. In addition to other warranties made in this Order,
Buyer expressly warrants the following: a To the extent that Buyer seeks financing for the

Vehicle, Buyer warrants that all information contained on any credit application or other
document submitted to Seller in order to obtain financing is true and accurate. Buyer warrants
that the Trade is free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, other than those disclosed above.
Buyer warrants that Buyer is the sole owner of the Trade and that Buyer has the right to assign
title to the Trade to Seller. Buyer warrants that the Trade is in good operating condition and that
it has not suffered accident or collision damage of which Buyer is aware. In addition to all other
rights and remedies available to Seller at law or in equity, Seller has the following rights and
remedies under this Order: a Reclamation. Seller may also make a written demand on Seller to
return the Vehicle and Buyer agrees to do so within 24 hours of such demand. In the event that
this Order is not completed for any reason or in the event that it is rescinded for any reason,
Seller agrees that Buyer may retain the proceeds of the sale of the Trade to offset its damages,
if any. The remaining amount shall be delivered to Buyer in full satisfaction of any claims
relating to the Trade. If any term of this Order is held to be unconscionable or unenforceable, for
any reason, by any court of competent jurisdiction, this Order shall be construed as if such
clause were never a part of this Order and the balance of the terms of this Order shall be
binding on the parties. The waiver or invalidity of any provision of this Order shall not effect the
binding nature of the remaining provisions. No breach of this Order by Buyer shall be deemed
waived unless such waiver is agreed to by Seller in writing. The parties agree that any
modification of this Order must be made in writing and signed by the parties in order to be valid.
To the extent that Seller assists Buyer in arranging for shipping, such arrangements are made
as a courtesy to Buyer and do not create any liability or responsibility on the part of Seller. This
Order and the entire transaction between the parties shall be governed by Florida law. The
terms, representations and conditions set forth in this Order, and any applicable financing
agreement, constitute the entire agreement of the parties. The parties to this Arbitration
Agreement hereby agree that any and all Claims defined below shall be decided through binding
arbitration as provided for herein. For purposes of this Arbitration Agreement Claim has the
broadest possible meaning. It includes claims of every kind and nature regardless of who
initiates it. The Claim shall be arbitrated on an individual basis and not as a class action. This
Agreement applies to all Claims, even Claims that existed before you sign it. All Claims shall be
resolved by arbitration in accordance with this Agreement. Either party may demand that a
Claim be arbitrated and enforce the rights under this Agreement by obtaining a court order
requiring that a Claim be decided through binding arbitration. In any arbitration under this
Agreement, a single arbitrator shall decide the dispute. The arbitrator shall be a retired judge or
an attorney that has been practicing law in Florida for at least 15 years. If the parties are not
able to agree upon an arbitrator, then either party may request that a court of competent
jurisdiction appoint an arbitrator in accordance with the provisions of Florida's Arbitration
Code. If there is to be an in person arbitration hearing, it shall take place in Pinellas County,
Florida. The party initiating the arbitration shall pay any filing fee required to institute such a
proceeding. Thereafter, each party shall be responsible for half of the fees and expenses related
to the arbitration. If one party cannot afford the arbitration fees, the other party may elect to pay
the full amount of the arbitration fees and expenses. The arbitrator shall have the right to award
arbitration costs if applicable law allows for such an award. If the law allows for an award of
such fees, then the arbitrator may award them as permitted by such law. In rendering any
decision relating to a Claim, the arbitrator shall apply all applicable substantive laws, including
statutes of limitation. This Agreement survives payment of all You owe under any related Retail
Installment Sales Contract or financing agreement and this Agreement remains binding upon
the You and US even if the Retial Installment Sales Contract or financing agreement is assigned
to a third party. It also survives your bankruptcy. If a court or arbitrator deems any part of this
Arbitration Agreement invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalid or unenforceable
provision shall drop out of the Arbitration Agreement and the remaining parts of this Arbitration
Agreement shall be enforceable despite such invalidity. The purchaser or prospective
purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed within this ad.
Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! Buy with peace of
mind. This Grand Cherokee still has the remainder of the factory warranty backed by the
manufacturer. We perform a quality pt inspection, which means that your pre-owned vehicle will
be in top condition when you drive it home. We are a CarFax advantage dealer, committed to
offering CarFax reports with every used car we sell. This Jeep qualifies for our special finance
rate and k mile extended service plan. Stop shopping and start driving! Our internet special is
priced to move fast so act quickly! Most of our auctions end early over the phone, so give me a
call today! GVWR: 6, lbs Engine: 3. Our secure online application form is easy to complete, all
you need are a few personal and employment details. Being a franchise dealer we offer an entire
range of vehicles at competitive pricing with the pride of a successful transaction that only a

family operation can offer. Our family of dealerships have consistently been one of the top 5
Mitsubishi stores in the nation and 1 in the state of Texas. We are proud to announce that Hurst
Autoplex has opened a newly-renovated state of the art facility located on 4 acres directly off NE
Loop For your convenience our indoor showroom provides you with the ability to shop
comfortably rain or shine. You will find a complete range of vehicles to fit your every need.
From a family hauling SUV to a luxurious sedan, we have it all. The owner of our dealership is
our buyer and he did not want the dealership limited to a few certain brands. Our inventory
consists of trade-ins, lease vehicles, and program cars. He personally hand picks our late model
and 'highline' vehicles which are usually one owner with a remaining warranty. Hurst Autoplex
promotes a family atmosphere for its employees and our wonderful customers. The dealership
claims low employee turnover and dedicated customer service. We have learned to listen to our
customers helping us to fulfill your needs. Out-of-state buyers have two options when
purchasing a vehicle from us. We can facilitate the entire deal via email and FedEx. Cash Buyers
get their paperwork sent via electronically. Once all the paperwork is done, we will arrange for
your vehicle to be picked up and delivered directly to your door. We usually can get it picked up
within days and delivery takes about days. If you would like to enjoy some time in sunny Dallas,
Texas Then choose Option B. Take a few days and make a weekend trip of it. Hurst Autoplex
can make hotel arrangements for you to stay at the luxurious Hilton Anatole! One night stay for
FREE. Play golf, visit historic sites, or simply relax. Depending on the season you can come see
one of our Professional Sports Teams- Cowboys, Rangers, Mavericks, or Stars-play at the most
premier stadiums in the country. Or, we can arrange to have your car shipped to your home or
office, and fly back. Note: In certain cases, if you are overseas or out of town for an extended
period of time but have found the car you want when you get back, we can store it for a small
fee on our lot as long as it is paid in full. Free for U. S troops overseas with military ID. Contact
for more details. The complete satisfaction with your purchase is our top priority. Below is how
it works After securing the new vehicle purchase, either by a deposit or with full payment, buyer
has one week to complete the transaction. Within that 7 day period, buyer may view, inspect,
and test drive the vehicle personally or use a 3rd party service to insure that the vehicle meets
their expectations, and that they are satisfied with the vehicle AS-IS. We do allow test drives
accompanied by your sales professional. Buyer is also responsible for any inspection cost or
expenses. When buying sight unseen and having it shipped, you have 48 hours from the time
you take possession or 50 additional miles on the odometer to inspect the vehicle and to
contact us about canceling the deal. All funds and any prior payment will be refunded. Buyer
will be responsible for any damage that occurs while vehicle is in their possession. Buyer must
pay an initial good faith deposit. Deposit can be paid by any major credit card, certified check,
or bank wire transfer. Please contact us for info on our financing options or seek pre-approval
or commitment from a lender before purchasing. We usually can meet or beat the rates of your
bank or credit union. We can arrange financing nationwide. Make sure if financing that your
financial institution accepts this vehicle before bidding or placing an offer. Full payment can be
made by certified check, bank wire transfer, and some online bank checks. We will work with
your bank to properly expedite the transaction of funds. Special A. Texas residents pay 6. Out of
state cash buyers are responsible for their own state taxes and fees. If you are an out of state
buyer and financing through one of our lenders, we will collect your state tax and send it to your
local DMV or tax office. Buyer must pay applicable state and local tax, title and license fees that
were not collected by us at time of registration. If too much is collected, buyer will receive a
refund for the difference at time of registration. And a Vehicle Inventory tax which is only 0. We
reserve the right to sell this vehicle at any time through other venues, provided that the auction
has not ended with a winning bidder. If you are interested, you do not have to wait for the
auction to end. If no contact is made by winning bidder within 24 hours we reserve the right to
relist the vehicle, report it to ebay, sell it to the next high bidder, or sell it otherwise. Due to
many uneducated buyers, we have had to add an immediate paypal deposit when selecting the
Buy it Now because of nonpaying bidders. If you are not signed up with paypal, please contact
us and we can remove the deposit so you can select the buy it now. We make every effort to
present information that is accurate. Do not assume anything not listed is included. We only
have what we receive when we take possession of the car i. Please call if you have any
questions about these items. We will be happy to obtain floor mats and additional keys for you
at minimal cost. We guarantee clean, clear, and lien free titles on all of our vehicles, NO salvage
or reconditioned titles! Texas dealer title work can take up to 15 business days and will be sent
to you with tracking s. Miles posted in this listing may vary slightly do to local test driving,
in-transit repairs, or road testing. Please be aware, that all of our vehicles listed on eBay are
available on our lot. LOCAL: If you are not sure which vehicle you want to purchase and near
by, just give us a call to schedule an appointment to view the vehicle. You do not have to place

a deposit to take a test drive. To better serve you, we prefer to show vehicles by appointments.
For Canadian Pre-Owned Car Buyers For Canadian Pre-Owned Car Buyers: If the title is to be
released at the time of delivery which is pretty much mandatory to get your vehicle thru
customs , bank to bank wire transfer is your quickest way to handle this transaction. If buyers
payment is not a bank wire transfer, i. Please keep in mind that the funds verification process
can take a few days. We cannot provide financing for Canadian customers. We will assist
buyers with whatever documents you will need to clear Canadian customs, but knowing exactly
which documents are required by your home province are the buyers responsibility.
Requirements for Canada can be found at We can arrange delivery to the nearest border town,
from there you would take it over the border. If you want the car to be delivered directly into
Canada over the border, we have a great relationship with a broker that delivers first class
service at an affordable price. There is no extra charge to activate this warranty. All of our
vehicles go through a rigorous inspection and reconditioning process at our shop by our
factory trained technicians. This warranty is not transferable and only valid in U. Repairs must
be made at Hurst Autoplex Mitsubishi or approved by us prior to repair being performed.
Warranty excludes vehicles with performance modifications. Engine- All internally lubricated
parts contained within the cylinder block, head s , rotor housings, rotor chamber. Engine block
and cylinder heads are covered only if damaged by an internally lubricated part. Transmission
Auto- All internally lubricated parts in the manual transmission Transmission Manual- All
internally lubricated parts in the transmission case. Transmission case is only covered if
damaged by an internally lubricated part. Four Wheel Drive- Transfer case and all internal parts,
drive shafts, front and rear. Since most of our inventory are late model vehicles with low miles,
they usually are covered under the manufacturer warranty. All vehicles over 90k miles or and
older are not covered under the Limited Warranty as well as certain exotic cars. Please do not
assume that the vehicle is covered by our Limited Warranty. Contact us for more details. Worth
metroplex. The number of owners is estimated. Such a sexy Grand Cherokee does not come up
for grabs very often, so you better act fast. Thank you for choosing Midwest Motors, your
premiere choice in luxury and exotic vehicles. Each of our cars undergoes a thorough
multi-point mechanical inspection in our state of the art service facility to ensure that it is in
peak running condition. Then, each car is given a full concourse level detail to give it that
showroom shine. Richie midwestmotors. Fuel Tank 3. Get started now. Below are a few of the
other vehicles currently available from Midwest Motors Shipping We ship cars throughout the
United States, and worldwide. Please call with any questions, we speak English, Polish, and
Spanish. About Us Midwest Motors specializes in pre-owned, low mileage, luxury and exotic
vehicles. Our unique dealership is located in Lake Zurich, Illinois, approximately 45 minutes
from Chicago and Milwaukee Wisconsin. Our philosophy is different than most dealerships; we
will only purchase the finest vehicles available, checking every inch and reconditioning the
vehicle before offering it for sale. Our vehicles are sure to exceed your expectations. Our
website is designed to provide comprehensive information and high resolution images to
highlight the outstanding condition of our vehicles. Financing is available and credit
applications can be filled out securely on our website. Many of our vehicles are certified
Pre-owned. Our Service Center can accommodate all of your auto repair needs. In addition, we
offer the finest automotive detailing services including paint correction, wash, wax, clay, and
buffing in the Midwest. Most of our vehicles will qualify for extended warranties and shipping to
your door is also available. We also export worldwide! Please do not hesitate to call or email us
with any questions or for more specific photos. We have the cleanest vehicles at the best prices
in the nation. If you do not find what you are looking for we can also procure the vehicle of your
dreams. In the area? Feel free to stop by Monday-Friday 9am-6pm, Saturday 9am-5pm or call for
an appointment at Terms and Conditions Every effort has been made to accurately and fairly
describe this vehicle to you. Midwest Motors Inc. Please be advised that used vehicles will have
typical scratches and dings inherent for their year, and mechanical parts are subject to fail.
Buyer is responsible for any inspection charges and fees. Please understand that the vehicles
are Pre-Owned and at times, a vehicle may come without accessories such as extra keys, cd
magazines, navigation discs, floormats, tools, and owner's manuals. Please call for the exact
accessories included for the vehicle. The vehicles in the auction are pre-owned vehicles and
they are sold as "As Is" condition. However, most vehicles may still be in factory warranty or an
extended service contract may be purchased. Ask for details. Seller reserves the right to end
the auction early without any liability to the seller. All dealers and individuals welcome! If you
are planning on bidding or doing a "Buy it Now", you must have your funds or financing secure
before placing your bid. If you need assistance in financing please contact our sales dept. If the
above items are not met within the allotted time frame, the vehicle may and will be available to
all other buyers on a first come first serve basis. All Ebay deals must be consummated within 7

days from the closing day of the auction. Please notify us for any exceptions. Illinois residents
must add sales tax, and titling fees. Certain nonresidents may not claim the out of state buyer
exemption; Following is a list including tax rates: AZ. Bidders must be 18 years of age or older
to bid. Midwest Motors will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in any
way for claims arising from shipping damage! All shipping arrangements are provided by
Midwest Motors Inc as a courtesy. Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of
vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with Midwest Motors Inc. Furthermore, before
said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork
must be signed and returned complete to seller. The purchaser or prospective purchaser should
verify with the seller the accuracy of all the information listed. Buyers are encouraged to ask
questions prior to bidding or doing a "Buy it Now". Please do not assume anything. By placing
a bid on this auction you are entering into a contract with Midwest Motors Inc. Seller expressly
disclaims all warranties, either express or implied; including any implied warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose and neither assumes nor authorizes any
person to act for it regarding any liability in connection with the sale of the vehicle.
Manufacturer warranties may still apply. Extended service contracts may be available. Please
contact us for details. One selected by the seller, one by the buyer and one by the two selected
arbitrators sitting in judgment. Any court having jurisdiction may enter judgment upon the
award rendered by the Arbitrator. Seller reserves the right to cancel the sale if, in seller's sole
opinion, the buyer is unreasonable or abusive. Seller will warn buyer only once that their
behavior, actions or positions are perceived by seller to be unreasonable or abusive prior to
canceling the transaction. If seller cancels the transaction due to buyer being unreasonable or
abusive seller will refund any deposit or payment made by buyer but no other costs incurred by
buyer of any kind. Titles and ownership's - Title delivery can take up to 30 days from the date of
final payment. Final payment date is the date that the funds clear our bank. If you do not accept
all of the above conditions and rules then do not bid on this auction. Ad created by eCarList.
Call to find out how eCarList can service your dealership. Listing by Auction If you have any
questions about the discounted pricing, please don't hesitate to contact us. Click here to get
started. Email SellerEmail to FriendComplete and submit the form below to send a message to
our dedicated sales team. Preferred Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit the
form below to send a link and your message to a friend. Please do not bid if you're not seriously
interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User
AgreementCovert Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the
registered information of all users who bid on this auction. We do not accept PayPal for
payment of vehicles. Buyers Inspection: Covert Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram has done our best to
disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Covert Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram
welcomes a buyers inspection. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone Justin
Gann at for details. Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees,
as well as title service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. Covert Chrysler Dodge
Jeep Ram will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in any way for claims
arising from shipping damage! Any claims or other communication regarding shipment of
vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with Covert Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram.
Finalizing your Purchase: Covert Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram will contact the successful high
bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST communicate with
Justin Gann at Covert Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. Within 72 hours of bid
closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified
funds to Seller. Auction, Inc. However, Auction Image Hosting and Counters by: Auction For the
next three weeks all insurance companies have lowered their reserve prices on vehicles and
have literally removed reserves on vehicles nationwide. Every year around this time, they let go
of vehicles that they would normally want thousands more. It simply does not make any sense.
Simply put now is the time to get a deal on a vehicle, as it has been for the last 20 years. Year
end clearances nationwide with car dealers its the same for salvage cars. Prices tend to go right
back up end of January middle of February, once every gets their tax returns. Now is the time to
buy, call us contact us, our teams work around the clock to assist you. Toll Free 1 Most of the
vehicles we offer that start, or run and drive will have it listed. Our teams can assist with parts
and estimates. We strongly urge showing these images to your local repair shop if this if your
first time considering purchasing a repairable vehicle. Please read our terms of use all the way
at the bottom of our ads prior to placing bids. We are a marginal fee based company, our
descriptions at times may not be accurate, prior to placing bids, if you notice an error feel free
to call us and correct us and we will update any of our ads within a few hours. The vehicles that
we offer are offered by the insurance companies as a "Buy Now" prior to the "Live" Auction

they hold each week. Many of these vehicles we have to purchase to maintain our date
contracts, they never leave the insurance auction holding facility from which the images were
taken. We do not fix repair or re image these vehicles we simply do not have the staff and are
clearly not selling these vehicles for retail. Some of the vehicles that we offer, happen to be
offered as "BUY NOW" purchased prior to live auctions, and sales that only Salvage Dealers
and Licensed Dismantler's are allowed to bid in. Our inventory is every changing, vehicles are
offered only a few days prior to live sales as Buy now usually around 5 to 7 days. If you see the
vehicle on one of our competitors auction sites, they too have the data that we posses with the
insurance companies. We do not have exclusive rights, what we do have is the largest selection
and most contracts. Any other venue only has about a third of the inventory we offer. With Only
a few days left you have the opportunity to purchase direct and save. Bid now online and simply
pick it up prior to it being offered to the licensed Salvage Dealers and Junk Yards! These
dealers that possess special licenses to buy these vehicles, do make sizable profits whether
just cleaning them, re imaging them or even adding one or two parts on them, which helps paint
a better picture for the amateur re-builder. They then offer this vehicles for considerable profits
to the general public. We are a retail extension of the insurance companies and auctions to the
general public. We are the only Salvage Auction and Vehicle distributor that works with their
customers, protects them from non insurance company vehicles, and we even allow our
customers to return vehicles for sale in the event a vehicle is delivered and not what they
expected. We simply resell the vehicles at auctions and use the credit towards a better vehicle.
There is no shortage of inventory and we strongly urge our customers to understand that there
is always a replacement. With over , vehicles we offer weekly, there is no shortage of Quality
Salvage Vehicles. We possess all the licenses to buy these vehicles for you through our data
base and unique platform. Our vehicles are True Quality Insurance Vehicles. We are the worlds
most trusted source for Repairable Salvage Vehicles. All images are taken directly by the
insurance companies at their specific facilities in which they are stored. Vehicles can be paid by
official check at the facility within 2 business days of purchase or Bank Wire Transfer. Please
review our terms prior to placing any bids or making any offers. Bid with confidence-- Bid to
Buy!! Where are you located? Why should I trust you? We are industry professionals for over 30
years in the Salvage and Insurance Auction Industry, whom over the years have evolved into a
re-marketing technology company. Which possess data agreements with some of the largest
publicly traded, insurance companies, auctions and salvage pool throughout North America. We
are a retail extension for both the insurance companies and auctions to the general public,
whom do not possess the licenses to purchase these vehicles. Please, DO NOT be fooled,
regular car dealer licenses, do not have full access to salvage vehicles nationwide. They are
prohibited to buy in certain states where they do not possess the same licenses, which salvage
yards, and junk yards have. Specific licenses and or salvage bid cards, are needed in order to
purchase these vehicles. Not to mention we place the offers on these vehicles directly to the
insurance companies. Our contracts are binding, all bids will be considered by the insurance
companies. In the event you default on one of our auctions, your account will be placed into
collections, in the event you are awarded a vehicle and decide not to pay. Initial deposits are
ONLY required if you need more than three days to pay the balance of a vehicle. We work with
our customers as long as a line of communication remains open. Please make sure you have
every intent of consummating the sale after you have placed an offer. A valid government id is
required to consider your offers and or present them. Under no way will we even consider
placing your offer to an insurance company or auction, without a copy of one. All bids are
carefully considered by the insurance companies. We have facilities in Florida strategically
located close to the ports which makes shipping much easier for us if vehicles are shipped from
the south east part of the country. We have logistics centers in Houston and New Jersey as
well. We specialize in inland transportation and export logistics. Our offices in Germany can
assist any customer with import documents or questions for E. Our facilities are all, licensed
and bonded, along with the affiliate brokers that we contract to use, when vehicles are acquired
in different regions of the country. Our main offices and location is listed below and on our
website as well. Our company, consists of countless different departments which happen to be
nationwide. Our support teams are in Texas, which also happens to be our mailing address. Our
accounting offices are in Delaware, and the address for those offices are also listed on our site.
Our infrastructure different departments, from support teams, consulting teams, licensing
divisions, legal, titles, answering services, insurance consultants, tech teams and marketing
teams. All of which do not share the same office space. For security reasons our offices are not
open to the general public. They are only available by appointment only. In the event there is a
legal dispute and attorneys have set up a conference room, date and time with our
administration. Customers have shown up to our offices to pay for vehicles that they purchased

and are stored in another state. We cannot accept payment, the facilities are secured and set up
to accept payments. Our corporate offices do not accept walk in payments. Our directors are
always willing to meet with its clients who they have grown to have a relationship with over
years of working together, you can always set up a meeting yourselves with any of our directors
etc, nationwide. Payment on balances for vehicles in person can only be made via approved
official checks. We strongly suggest not to show up any time after 4pm weekdays to any
facilities. If you are dispatching a transporter make sure they are there early in the day.
Managers will send them home if they show up at 4pm to pick up a vehicle. All facilities are
closed on weekends. For detailed information please read our terms and or FAQ below, please
scroll down to the very bottom of the Ebay ad. For those of you, who have any doubts please
reconsider your position, we hope our transparency has answered many questions that have be
left unanswered. Our agents are highly trained, they will never ask you for to send payment
anywhere but the invoices that was generated from our system and mail servers. Our corporate
offices will only send system generated invoices, from secure servers with specific broker
information, and or whom to make the bank check to with detailed instructions on that check so
the credits can be applied to the correct broker accounts at the insurance company holding
facilities. We are an administration that values its employees and will not tolerate any improper
treatment of our agents especially whom are not commission based; Many customers at times
feel that our agents can be spoken to in a derrogatory manner all phone calls are recorded,
please work with our agents who deal with thousands of people each day. They are the best in
the industry and they have no need to mislead you to make a sale, they are not under pressure
to make any sale, and they are trained to be transparent. Consider our agents your allies, and
our unique platform a tool which enables you to have access to the best vehicles offered world
wide, the best prices that are available in market place today. Consider our agents to be on the
same team as you are and treat them as you would expect to be treated. They work hard to
negotiate the best prices and offers that are submitted to the insurance companies and
auctions. They in essence work for you, and have to make countless calls at times to reach
supervisors and bidding departments, even to get approval for gate releases after a vehicle has
been paid. Please be patient with them, and we look forward to working with you. Contact Us
Shipping Terms Please note: It is very important you read our terms before bidding or buying
any vehicle. Our EBay reputation is very important to us, we simply ask any customer that is
interested in purchasing vehicles, to thoroughly communicate their specific needs to our sales
team. We kindly ask our customers to give us a window of opportunity prior to posting any
negative comments. We are not partners or affiliated with any transporters we only recommend
specific companies that have produced positive results in the past. Many customers choose to
pick up the vehicles themselves and end up experiencing delays, long lines, etc. We ask to
please be patient in the event you find yourself in this situation as the facilities tend to be
overwhelmed with customers trying to pull out the vehicles. We strongly recommend hiring
licensed and bonded transportation companies for your shipping needs. By bidding and using
our services, you are agreeing to all of our terms, which will always be ever changing as we
address all of our customers needs and concerns. Pleas take a few minutes to read all of our
FAQ's. It is very important that you read through them to avoid any surprises. We are dedicated
to producing the best experience possible for our EBay customers. We want to thank you for
considering our services and look forward to possibly serving you again in the near future. We
offer the best prices world wide. For any urgent concerns please contact EBay
insuranceauctionsdirect. Are you a dealer or private seller? We are a licensed and bonded
dealer and have been in business for over 10 years. We also use licensed and bonded dealers
nationwide as well as brokers who possess special salvage bid cards that your average dealer
may not have. Do you accept PayPal? If not, why do you not accept it? Unfortunately we do not
accept Paypal. We do have alternate forms of submitting a deposit to reserve the vehicle you've
recently won such as Direct Cash Deposit or Bank Wire Transfer. Can I pick up the vehicle and
pay for it myself at the holding facility? Yes, many of our customers happen to choose this
option if they are located near a particular facility. Simply put, if you decide to exercise the
option to pay at the holding facility with a bank check you must address ALL refunds with that
facility. We are not responsible for any refunds for checks that are given to the facilities direct.
What happens if I arrive at the facility and I see that the vehicle is missing parts, its not what it
seemed to be in the images, it was tampered with, keys are missing etc.? What should I do? We
advertise all of our vehicles on an AS IS basis. As far as keys are concerned, neither do the
auctions nor do we guarantee keys. For those customers that retrieve the vehicles from the
facility, please be aware once the gate release has been issued, and the vehicle has left the
yard, NO REFUNDS will be accepted. In this circumstance, we can only help you resell it with
reserve prices at auctions to come the following weeks at the same facility through our licensed

and bonded broker accounts. Is it worth buying a salvage repairable vehicle? The answer is yes,
the salvage industry is a billion dollar industry. People around the world purchase vehicles to
rebuild. Certain states have stricter rebuilt title laws than others. Some states register parts only
vehicles when others do not. There is no rhyme or reasoning why a vehicle with light damage
has a salvage title and a vehicle with serious damage has a clean title. Over the years we have
learned to accept what the insurance companies offer in particular states. Please be aware of
this process, research your state laws and the cost of parts and labor, then make your decision.
We simply offer the best vehicles, the best prices and our customers do turn a profit and buy
countless vehicles, whether for a hobby or for a viable source of income. We also offer
re-marketing for our customers as well, and will assist in re-selling any vehicle. Does the vehicle
look like the pictures? Yes, the photos are provided to us by the holding facility of the actual
vehicle using a digital camera. Please feel free to present our images to a local repair shop to
obtain fair and reasonable repair estimates. Where is the vehicle? How long will it take to get my
title? Typically, titles take about 10 to 15 business days to be mailed after the vehicle has been
released. Our title department processes titles weekly. For more information please contact our
customer service team at How long will it take to get a gate release after I have paid for my
vehicle? Gate releases may take 5 to 10 business days to acquire prior to picking up any vehicle
from the holding facility. Once a gate release is issued, the vehicle may be dispatched through
our preferred transportation company EZhaul. Can an Insurance Company decide to take back
the vehicle after it has been paid for? Yes, this may happen in rare occasions. If for any reason
the auction or sale is cancelled, your purchase amount will be refunded immediately. At the
same time our inventory is endless where there is always a replacement vehicle to meet your
specific needs. If I receive a vehicle and am unhappy with it, will you assist in reselling? Yes, we
will be more than willing to assist in finding a holding facility near your location to resell on the
market. We have a global audience bidding on these vehicles. Our team will help you find a
replacement as well, if needed. Kindly keep in mind, if you are bidding on vehicles we offer,
please understand our descriptions are brief and in most cases we are unable to physically
inspect all of them. Where do you get your vehicles? Our vehicles are acquired through our
insurance company and auction contracts. We also have data agreements with some of the
largest publicly traded Insurance Company Holding Facilities and Auctions. Lastly, we purchase
and re-market vehicles that were acquired through our cash for cars program as well. Does the
vehicle have a clean title? Our vehicles that state "clean title" do in fact possess a clean title
status. All others do possess "Salvage" status if noted. Please note, each State has different
laws. We strongly encourage buyers to check with your local Department of Motor Vehicles.
Most vehicles we market have branded or salvage titles due to accidents, floods, manufacturer
buybacks, theft, etc. What form of payments do you accept? We only accept bank checks, cash
deposits or wire transfers. Call us Toll Free 1 Bank wire instructions are located on your brokers
final invoice. How do I get possession of the vehicle? The Buyer is responsible for pickup or
shipping of the vehicle from the storage facility. If you wish to have it shipped using a service,
we will gladly help you with the process. Please inquire for the locations of each vehicle of
interest. We recently acquired the Chrysler Jeep franchise and can now fully service all your
Chrysler brand needs. We are a family owned business that operates out of one store in
Roswell, Ga. We pride ourselves on outstanding customer service and have been selling cars all
over the country and world for several years on eBay. We are one of the top sellers of Vipers
and other SRT vehicles in the country and are well versed in all makes and models. Thank you
for taking your time to read about us and hope that we can better serve you. The remainder is
due within 3 days of Auction end. If no contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to
re-list the vehicle, sell it to the next high bidder, or sell it otherwise. Our dealership offers great
financing rates. We do offer shipping to the continental U. We also can ship to any port for
international shipping. If you are not sure about something, Please ASK. We reserve the right to
cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the listing if the vehicle
is no longer available for sale. The documentation fee is registered with the State of Georgia
and applies to all retail sales regardless of the buyers State of Residence. Georgia residents
must also pay applicable sales tax. Out of state buyers are responsible for their own taxes. New
Vehicles: New vehicle pricing includes all rebates, incentives, and available financing for the
Southeast region. The rebates could change depending on the region you live. Please include
your zip code with any new vehicle inquiries. We advertise all of our 'Buy It Now' pricing to
include all applicable discounts, rebates, and incentives. Credit Application? Directions to
Dealer? We have priced our vehicles to do just that. Rebates may differ based on the area you
will be registering the vehicle in. Please call to find out if all or more rebates may apply to you.
Our eBay pricing uses all applicable incentives from the Southeast Business Center. We have
several makes, models, and colors to choose from, so don't limit yourself to just what you see

here. I will provide shipping quotes if needed and am available just about 24 hours a day. Thank
you for viewing my listing, and I look forward to doing business with you. If you have any
questions about this or any of my other auctions please feel free to email me at PalmerDCJR
gmail. Thank you for your interest, and I look forward to hearing from you. Apply Now Secure
Credit Application Applying for a vehicle loan online is one of the quickest and easiest
application methods. Our secure application is easy to complete, all you need are a few
personal and employment details. Driving Impression? Summary Overview The Jeep Grand
Cherokee retains Jeep's legendary off-road prowess while providing many luxurious and
technical amenities. The Grand Cherokee is available in two-wheel and four-wheel drive
configuration with five trims levels: Laredo, Limited, Overland, Summit, and SRT8 four-wheel
drive only. All trims except the SRT8 are powered by a hp 3. The V6 can be upgraded to a hp 5.
The SRT8 trim features an exclusive hp 6. All trims and engine combinations are paired with an
eight-speed automatic transmission, with steering wheel mounted paddle shifters. Both V8
engines feature a Multi-Displacement System MDS , which seamlessly deactivates four of the
eight cylinders depending on engine operating conditions. Adaptive cruise control, dual-pane
panoramic sunroof, heated and ventilated leather seats, heated steering wheel, power liftgate,
rear seat DVD entertainment system, rear parking camera, a multimedia infotainment system
with hard drive navigation system, and UConnect wireless connectivity are available. The
optional standard on the 4x4 Overland and Summit QuadraLift air suspension features full time
four corner load leveling and improved off-road performance by increasing ground clearance.
Standard safety features include seven airbags, electronic stability control, active font head
restraints, brake assist, and tire pressure monitoring. For , the Jeep continues unchanged.
Today, the Jeep Grand Cherokee seats a family of five, drives well on road or off and sports
classic good looks. There have been few changes for following a major refresh for that included
exterior and interior upgrades, an 8-speed automatic transmission, and the addition of a diesel
engine. New for A new Summit California Edition appearance package is available, along with
an optional Argentina Tan leather interior. Engine output for the Grand Cherokee SRT has
increased to horsepower and pound-feet of torque; and there's a new special-edition Red Vapor
version. The other Grand Cherokee models carry over unchanged from The last time Grand
Cherokee was completely redesigned was for the model year. Rear-wheel drive comes standard
on most models. Rear-wheel-drive versions account for a small fraction of sales, and we think
they miss the point, but of course they do get better fuel economy than the four-wheel-drive
versions. Four-wheel drive and all-wheel drive are available, depending on whether the driver
needs outstanding capability for rugged terrain or wintry weather, respectively. Four-wheel
drive, low-range gearing, and a full-size spare tire, all required for genuine off-road activities,
are available and there is a choice of suspensions. Four engines are available. Chrysler's 3. EPA
estimates for the 3. A Grand Cherokee with the 5. Diesel power is available. With horsepower
and pound-feet of torque, the EcoDiesel engine delivers effortless power for towing or
traversing rugged terrian. EPA estimates for diesels tend to the pessimistic side, counter to
ratings for gasoline and hybrid vehicles, which can be optimistic. In its current form, Grand
Cherokee displays a cleaner, more integrated look than in the past. You can trace some
development of the Grand Cherokee back far enough that it paralleled the Mercedes-Benz
M-Class, but with the latest electronics it will feel familiar to drivers of other Chrysler products.
The diesel engine hails from VM, part of Chrysler's Fiat link. If there's a safety feature you want
that isn't standard, you can often get it as an option. Rivals also include compact-to-mid-size
crossovers and niche models, and to a lesser extent, the big Chevrolet Tahoe and Ford
Expedition. If you want seven-passenger seating, the closest choice is the Dodge Durango. It's
the fastest, most expensive, thirstiest Grand Cherokee, and the last one you want to use in the
same sentence with off-road. It isn't a rational choice, but we don't believe choosing a car must
be rational. We have irrational vehicles in our own garages and we love them. Source: New Car
Test Drive Walkaround The basic body panels on the Grand Cherokee didn't change for the
facelift, but body-color trim around the wheels and revised door sills cleaned up the profile
view. Front lighting, wheel sizes and styles, and body-end sections vary among the Jeep
models. The shape of the Jeep Grand Cherokee shows you can build a capable-looking utility
vehicle without resorting to excessive fender flaring or plastic ramp bumpers. The clearances
required for off-highway travel front, rear and underneath are good. Note that some of the
critical off-highway dimensions Jeep claims are with the front air dam removed, a few-minute
job to be undertaken before you hit the nastier terrain. The front end utilizes two headlight and
two foglight designs, with premium models getting LED running lights and turn-following
bi-xenon headlamps. With the black plastic trim on the inside edge, we first thought Jeep might
have pulled them off the Chrysler , but they're unique to the Grand Cherokee. Jeep's trademark
grille is seven slots cut into a panel rather than a single grille, with black slats on most models.

However, the Summit model's grille is lined with chrome mesh to mimic Bentley and every other
pretender. There's plenty of chrome on upper trim levels, while the entry model's simpler
appearance looks more appropriate for Jeep's mission statement. Some have dark tow hooks,
the Overland gets chrome, and the Summit has none. At the other end, all Grand Cherokees
have LED-ring taillights that echo the headlights, with clear-lens signals and backup lights that
actually help the camera view. Rear lighting is very good; the bumper scuff panels vary in color,
and some models have a nicely integrated cover for the tow hitch. The hatch is easy to open,
powered on higher trim levels but more of an advantage for those who can't reach it when open.
The manual version is easy, too. The glass in the hatch does not open separately as on some
utilities. Laredos run a single exhaust outlet while the other models get two, regardless of
engine. The bodywork between the wheels, below the door sills, is stamped No Step at the rear
edge, as it looks an inviting place to stand for roof loading. Better to put a foot on the rear tire,
on the door scuff plates, or the rear bumper cover. Everything below the glass on an SRT looks
at least a little bit different from that of the other Grand Cherokee models. Side sills are more
aggressive and fenders filled better by inch-wide forged alloy wheels and those filled with big
brakes. The lights have darkened housings, the front running lights are strips in the bumper,
and the chin spoiler is more prominent. A bulging hood has dual air outlets to release heat, and
you'll see the hot air wafting out while sitting at a traffic light. At the back, a larger hatch spoiler
and big black chrome exhaust barrels back up the SRT badge. More gears make it easier for the
engines to work at the most efficient speeds and improve acceleration performance. At a mild
pace, calls for downshifts are quicker and less jarring, and at cruising speeds it just lopes
along. Gear changes are quick and seamless; most drivers won't realize how often it shifts. The
3. It favors revs and horsepower over torque, which is not ideal for heavy rolling stock but not
an issue with eight forward gears. Unless you plan on towing, the 3. Remember, semi-trucks
were making do with horsepower and lots of gears when Jeep was discovering round fenders.
The 5. This modern clean diesel delivers horsepower but pound-feet of torque, more than rpm
lower on the tachometer than the gas engines. At 75 mph in top gear it is at near peak torque
and just goes, whereas the others would need a drop or 3 in gear. The diesel is hardly noisier
than some gasoline engines, doesn't smoke, and gets the Jeep moving briskly with ease.
Though heavy, the Grand Cherokee chassis is quite rigid, a key benefit to its feel of overall
quality. When you combine a rigid chassis with a well-executed independent suspension, the
result is a vehicle that feels much like the German triumvirate it competes with. Three tons of
people and car are not ideal for swift directional changes, but the Jeep goes where you point it,
soaks up bumps big and small, and delivers a comfortable, worry-free drive. It's more than
pounds lighter than the tubbiest Grand Cherokee, with a lower percentage of weight on the front
end, and its inch tires are more compliant. Worth noting: Every high-end example we saw on
inch wheels wore Goodyear Fortera tires, while every lower-trim Grand Cherokee on inch
wheels had longer-wearing, higher-rated, more-expensive Michelin Latitude tires. A set of
proper winter tires on a 2WD Grand Cherokee will stop and turn better, and often climb as well,
in snow and ice than a 4WD on its standard tires. Of course, the optimum winter setup would be
a Grand Cherokee 4WD with snow tires. That would be a very good wintry weather setup,
indeed. A short trail course demonstrated that the current Grand Cherokee will go where any
previous Grand Cherokee would, unless it can't squeeze between the trees or boulders. But if
you pop for Quadra-Drive II and the air suspension, fewer than a dozen other utilities on the
market will likely be able to cover the same ground. Driving off-highway is easier with the
current Grand Cherokee than with any previous version, thanks to a percent better crawl ratio
axle ratio x low-range ratio x first-gear ratio , because of the 8-speed that enthusiasts will
appreciate. Also helpful, on V8 models, is Hill Ascent that controls climbing speed just as Hill
Descent controls downhill progress. With its massive low-rpm torque, the diesel doesn't need
anything more than a steady, light throttle foot to climb. An important point to note is that the
air suspension and low-range four-wheel drive are not available on the base all-wheel-drive
model; plan on spending a lot more for that level of trail ability. The all-wheel-drive system on
base models is meant for mild off-road use and inclement weather; low-range gearing is
available as an option on Laredo E, but standard on the diesel and V8. Selec-Terrain
electronically coordinates powertrain, braking and suspension systems, including throttle
control, transmission shifts, transfer case, traction control, and electronic stability control.
What this means is that anyone following a spotter's steering instructions can drive a Jeep
Grand Cherokee over extremely rugged off-road courses. The computers will do it all. With
horsepower and pound-feet of torque, a crisp-shifting automatic, full-time all-wheel drive and
foot-wide sticky tires, it moves swiftly. Jeep didn't claim any big improvement in time, but even
without a timer, you can tell those extra gears made it quicker. Acceleration lifts the bow and
braking brings nosedive, both tradeoffs for the solid roll control to keep the big, pound box

stable. Don't even think of driving it off-road. Virtually every component that affects
performance, be it bodywork, cabin pieces, electronic or mechanical, is addressed by SRT,
resulting in a package that isn't overpowered, underbraked or unable to use its power. On the
contrary, the SRT likes to be pitched into a turn where it takes a set and you simply stand on the
gas and let the all-wheel drive sort out the traction; the dynamics are impressive at this price.
The Grand Cherokee gets adaptive dampers from Bilstein. That means a choice of Touring
comfort, which is fine even for unknown winding road, and Sport, in which things are buttoned
up tighter. Of course, the SRT carries penalties typical of super-sport utility vehicles. It's
become first and foremost a wagon or sedan replacement, with off-road adventure a secondary
concern. That is a wee conundrum, since the best 4WD equipment comes only with the posh
heated leather upholstery, but that's the market. Hefty price differences across the model range
mean a base Laredo will neither look nor feel like a top-line Summit inside, but the Laredo has
the same five-passenger seating and cargo space. More important, the materials and finishes in
the Laredo seem better suited to Jeepin' and don't have the disparity between the Summit's
suede-like headliner, stitched dashboard, natural-finish wood, perforated leather and plastic
panels on the doors and console sides. After hours in both, we found no appreciable difference
in comfort between Laredo cloth and Summit leather upholstery. Space is more than adequate,
while headroom remains sufficient with either moonroof. The split-fold rear seats offer slightly
less room, but anyone under six feet should fit comfortably. Many of them recline slightly, some
are heated, and some have power points and dual USB ports. Between is a 7-inch configurable
display for speed and a host of lesser data. The sole drawback to a digital representation of an
analog speedometer is minor needle ratcheting, like a quartz watch's second hand only faster,
as it rises and falls. Virtually everything in this display is controlled by steering-wheel switches,
or redundant from the central infotainment screen. The 8-speed's shifter is like an inverted
putter-head on the left of the console. It requires a more delicate touch than the old gated unit,
and the lighted icons are not easy to see in daylight. So, it's better to look at the dashboard
display. To choose amongst the forward gears, there are shift paddles: little levers atop the
horizontal spokes on the steering wheel. This isn't a new concept, but it's joined by audio
controls on the back sides of the same spokes. So more than once, we changed volume or
station when we really wanted a gear change. The LED lighting in the cabin works well, to erase
the yellow harshness of the old days. An optional giant dual-pane panoramic sunroof opens
wide to the sky. If installed, you can see the stars, perhaps better than you can see out the
windows or through the rearview mirror. The generous windshield pillars, sloped backlight and
rear headrests pinch the space for visibility. The location and operation of things on the center
stack, such as the electronic switchbank and HVAC controls, is all good. Chrysler's Uconnect
systems, big touch-screen and voice control work quite well. An SRT comes with most luxuries
and features standard may as well get the speaker sound system because it weighs less than
the standard stereo. However, it gets unique, thick-bolster front seats, a really hefty steering
wheel oar-thick on the bottom half , different graphics and finishes, and the displays offer more
information catered to the enthusiast driver. Cargo space is rated at 36 cubic feet with rear
seats up and 68 with them folded; add a bit more for longer items over the fold-flat front seat.
There's an abundance of storage pockets and bins, including two bins under the cargo floor
surrounding the spare tire. That spare may be a temporary-use model or full-size, but you won't
have to lie in the snow or mud to get it out. Source: New Car Test Drive Summary The Jeep
Grand Cherokee boasts a capable chassis, comfortable interior that's utility useful or fashion
friendly, and some of the most efficient powertrains in its class. It offers the off-road capability
that mid-size SUVs should deliver, along with substantial towing capability. Whale filed this
report to NewCarTestDrive. Please read eBay's User Agreement Palmer Dodge Chrysler Jeep
reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the registered information of all users who bid on this
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